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ScriptForward! 

Greetings!
 
Welcome to the May issue of ScriptForward!, a specialty E-newsletter prepared for professional and aspiring 
scriptwriters by Hamilton Dramaturgy. With over twenty years of experience in New York, across the nation, and 
internationally, I offer this newsletter as a means of support and information to the worldwide scriptwriting 
community. 

Please look over the “Recent Successes” section to see all the exciting events which are taking place, especially 
my direction of a reading of THE STACY PLAY in New York City’s Central Park this month. We also have a 
great quote of the month from Jennifer Tipton.

And the Burning [An]swer section features advice on how to decide between a stage play and a screenplay 
when writing about a celebrity.

I  hope that this issue of ScriptForward! will be useful to you and I welcome your feedback.

-Anne Hamilton

Hamilton Dramaturgy’s E-Newsletter
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        Testimonial
“Talk about the right person at the right time! 
Anne Hamilton provided me with line-by-line 
insights into my new play, FRONTING THE 
ORDER, which helped me bring added life to 
my characters and soundness to the plot.  
What at first seemed perfect to me was 
d i a g n o s e d b y A n n e a s i n n e e d 
of immediate surgery, which I performed to 
the betterment of the piece.  To her credit, 
she's like the soothing voice on your GPS:  
she never scolds you for making a wrong 
turn, but puts you on the right route with 
grace and charm.”

Warren Bodow – NYC and Tucson, Arizona, USA. Warren’s 
play RACE MUSIC played on Theatre Row in NYC and 

received great reviews from The New York Times. He is the 
author of TWICE BLESSED, MFA, OVERMAN ON HIS 
WAY OUT and is the retired President of New York Times 
Company radio stations WQXR and WQEW. FRONTING 

THE ORDER is a five character ensemble piece which 
explores the ethics and practicality of using deception to gain a 
short term profit. It enjoyed a full production this month at the 

Beowulf Alley Theatre in Tucson. 

Subscribe to Our Blogs
http://hamiltondramaturgy.wordpress.com

http://theatrenow.wordpress.com

Announcing Our New Blog
http://hamiltondramaturgypress.wordpress.com

Find out more about the authors!
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Announcing TheatreNow! Season Three

Kate Valk, Actor
Rae Smith, Set and Costume Designer
Maria Alexandra Beech, Playwright

Margo Jefferson, Theatre and Cultural Critic
TBA
TBA

Introducing 17%,
Supporting and Promoting 
Female Playwrights

17Percent is an organisation to support and 
promote female playwrights in the UK.

Why 17%? It’s a significant figure; it was quoted 
at Sphinx theatre’s  2009 ‘Vamps, Vixens and 
feminists’ conference as the percentage of UK 
women playwrights being produced and it’s also 
the pay gap between men and women.

While women make up 52% of the UK’s 
population, and 65% of the  theatre audience, 
only 17% of UK produced plays  are written by 
women, something is badly skewed. The quoted 
figures are from 2010.

17% founder Sam Hall, says, “We will support 
a n d p r o m o t e f e m a l e p l a y w r i g h t s 
through networking events, courses, feedback 
and dramaturgy, championing women’s 
achievements  in the theatre,  p r o v i d i n g 
positive female role models and inspirations, 
showcases with opportunities for feedback, and 
mentoring opportunities.”

Its services include an enewsletter, a blog, and an 
online video resource on youtube.

Anyone with ideas for creative partnerships or 
funding are invited to contact Ms. Hall at 
17percentcampaign@gmail.com.
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Want to See Work by Women?
Join Works by Women: http://www.meetup.com/WorksbyWomen/ 

Advocate through 50/50 in 2020: http://www.facebook.com/5050in2020?ref=ts
Follow Plays by Women at: http://nytheatre.com/nytheatre/bywomen.php

Featured Book of the Month
Hamilton Dramaturgy Press is pleased to announce 

the publication of 

THREE SHORT PLAYS ABOUT LOVE
By Warren G. Bodow

Available now in paperback and eBook through 
www.lulu.com.

Hamilton Dramaturgy’s ScriptForward! 
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Fractured Atlas Fiscal Sponsorship

By Anne Hamilton 

Great news! Fractured Atlas has accepted Hamilton 
Dramaturgy’s TheatreNow! for fiscal sponsorship. 
This means that  listeners may now donate to help 
keep  the series going. Your contributions will pay for 
necessary  costs such as travel to the artist’s location, 
transcriptions, sound editing, and marketing. Your 
contribution will help create the next podcast!

You may donate online by credit card, with no 
additional fee for credit card processing, by visiting 
https://www.fracturedatlas.org/site/contribute/donate/
5901.

From now on, you’ll be seeing the following 
statement connected with all of our listings of 
interviews and podcasts:  Hamilton Dramaturgy’s 
TheatreNow! is a sponsored project of Fractured 
Atlas, a non-profit arts service organization. 
Contributions for the purposes of Hamilton 
Dramaturgy’s TheatreNow! must be made payable to 
Fractured Atlas and are tax-deductible to the extent 
permitted by law.

Hamilton Dramaturgy’s TheatreNow! is a podcast 
series featuring some of the most important 
contemporary  theatre women working in America. 
The series has been disseminated for free since 2009.I 
serve as the Producer and Host, and I have a staff 
including a Sound Designer, a theme Composer and 
two Program Assistants. With TheatreNow!, have 
expanded the free programming offered by  Hamilton 
Dramaturgy, my international consulting firm, in 
order to promote the careers of other theatre women. 
Guests have included: Quiara Alegría Hudes, Jennifer 
Tipton, Kristin Marting, Paule Constable, Kamilah 
Forbes, and Catherine Filloux. The podcasts available 
for free on my blog http://theatrenow.wordpress.com 

and my website at www.hamiltonlit.com . I began 
the series in 2009 to provide the public with an oral 
history of the artistic influences and processes of 
influential contemporary theatre women working in 
America. TheatreNow!’s intention is to provide an 
equal presence of women working in the theatre so 
that any media program or documentarian can 
readily find female theatre experts to interview and 
feature. Season One featured seven episodes, some 
comprised of two parts. Season Two, which I am 
currently completing, features five episodes. The 
women featured are of many races and nationalities: 
Latina, African-American, French/Algerian, French-
American, Italian-American, and British. Prominent 
playwrights, librettists, directors, curators, lighting 
designers, actors and producers have been featured. 
Season Three guests will include a famous 
American avant garde actress, a British costume and 
set designer, and a Venezuelan-American 
playwright, and a Pulitzer-Prize-winning African-
American theatre critic.  The podcast series is 
designed to highlight the careers of veteran theatre 
women and influential early career professionals. In 
July, 2012, I will post the podcasts on iTunes for 
greater exposure.
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Contemporary New Play Development in 
Italy: A Playwright Shares Her Experience

By Margaret Rose

When Anne Hamilton wrote to me, asking for a short 
piece dealing with “the new play development 
process in Italy”, I immediately translated the word 
‘process’ into a very definite plural. While Italy this 
year is celebrating 150 years as a single nation state, 
in many fields any sense of unity  is still tenuous. 
Theatre and contemporary playwriting are no 
exceptions to this rule.
  
Associations for the support  and development of 
playwriting are fairly recent and and thin on the 
ground. Teatro delle Donne. Centro Nazionale di 
Drammaturgia (Women’s Theatre. National Centre of 
Playwriting), founded in Florence in 1991, includes 
an archive for plays written by women (today 
numbering nearly 1,000). It also runs a cutting- edge 
theatre season at the Teatro Comunale Manzoni in 
Calenzano and in 2004 writer Dacia Maraini set up a 
National School of Playwriting at the theatre. 

In 1998 Angela Calicchio started OUTIS, National 
Centre for Playwriting, with its offices in Milan. This 
association also has an archive housing contemporary 
plays and organizes readings of new work and 
festivals of contemporary plays, where emerging 
writers (Italian and foreign writers in translation) can 
find a platform for their writing. 

In addition, throughout Italy  theatres and drama 
academies manage a variety of playwriting courses, 
targeting aspiring dramatists who wish to learn the 
tools of the trade and in some cases benefit from 
assistance in getting their work produced 
professionally. 

But what are the processes through which a playscript 
can develop into a full scale production? As I think is 
true of other countries, the attainment of this goal 

largely depends on the writer’s ability  to network 
and establish a relationship  with a theatre company. 
Since I feel unqualified to speak about Italy  in 
general, what follows are my own experiences of 
that process. 

The first  play  I had produced derived from a 
university project I set up at Milan State University 
in the mid-1990s devoted to the writing of one-
person plays. I was researching a book at the time 
on one-woman plays (Ruth Draper, Joyce Grenfell 
and living writers like Rose English and Ali Smith) 
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While I taly this year is 
celebrating 150 years as a 
single nation state, in many 
fields any sense of unity is still 
tenuous.
and set about exploiting the theoretical knowledge 
I’d gained in this study to hone the creative writing 
techniques I sought to develop in the creative 
writing workshop. 

Together with director Alessandro Quasimodo and 
actor Mario Cei, I encouraged a group of about 
fifteen M.A. theatre and English Literature students 
and teachers, attendees of the workshop, to write a 
play. Alessandro was involved in the workshop 
from the very start and went on to rehearse and 
direct the cluster of one-person plays that came out 
of the seminar. These were performed in the tiniest 
theatre I have ever worked in, a twenty-seater 
cellar-cum-basement below the editorial offices of 
the Italian theatre magazine Sipario in the heart of 
Milan. 

In 2002 I succeeded in setting up a much more 
complex and challenging process in collaboration 
with director and actor Annig Raimondi at Milan’s 
Teatro Arsenale. In the case of Shakespeare’s 
Videodiary the writers’ group was much smaller just 
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three M.A. students and I. Our aim was to co-author 
another one-man play, the central thrust of which 
explored what was probably  one of the most 
dangerous moments in Shakespeare’s career: 1601 
and the Essex Rebellion when he had a close shave 
with the Lord Chamberlain’s office. 

During a court  hearing one company member was 
called to give evidence regarding the staging of a play 
- very  probably  Richard II – which had allegedly 
stirred the people to revolt. Background research 
entailed the group reading some Shakespeare 
biographies and critical works on the staging of 
Elizabethan drama and on collaborative writing in the 
Elizabethan period. 

The play, I decided, would be performed by  a single 
actor, whose only “prop” would be a videotape – this 
was 2002 so VHSs were still around. The actors from 
Teatro Arsenale also worked with students from 
Milan’s Film School to make the video film featuring 
figures like Queen Elisabeth I, the Earl of 
Southampton, and the barman at the Mermaid Tavern. 

This mix of research, creative writing and 
improvisation came together in Shakespeare’s 
Videodiary which, I hope, was written in a spirit of 
collaboration similar to the one Shakespeare probably 
experienced when he teamed up with fellow writers 
for the Thomas More  play. Our work was first 
performed in the round at Teatro Arsenale, a ninety 
seater theatre in central Milan, and later became part 
of an education kit on Shakspeare’s theatre targeting 
secondary schools.

This leitmotiv of close collaboration and co-
authorship  has been a constant in my writing, and in 
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order to continue developing, over the last decade I 
have worked mainly in the UK and in professional 
theatre. In the context of the research project, 
“Italian-Scottish Identities and Connections”, which 
Emanuela Rossini and I set up in Edinburgh in 
2000, we penned the play Six Months Here Six 
Months There. In this work Emanuela and I wished 
to dramatise the experience of a group of Italian 
women immigrants to Scotland in the period from 
World War Two to the present.  

T h i s l e i t m o t i v o f c l o s e 
c o l l a b o r a t i o n a n d c o -
authorship has been a constant 
in my writing 
The process entailed archive researches into the 
Italian-Scottish community and interviews we 
conducted with women migrants mainly from the 
Trentino region in Northern Italy. This area was 
chosen because part of Emanuela’s own family 
migrated to Scotland from this part of Italy. Some of 
the women interviewed had lived through the war, 
while others had heard stories related by members 
of their families. We didn’t, though, want to use the 
stories we’d heard to create verbatim theatre, but 
drew on the accounts to create fictional characters 
whose lives evolve against a historical-political 
backdrop  which we wished to be as truthful and 
accurate as possible. 

The resulting play  was performed in Glasgow and 
Edinburgh as part of a symposium festival targeting 
academics and the general public, including 
members of the Italian-Scots community. The 
process continued with two very different and 
challenging metamorphoses: a new version of the 
play, Mary e le altre in Trentino dialect, which 
toured villages in the Trentino region. And second, 
Emanuela and I reworked the play into an eleven-
part radio play for RAI (Italian National Radio). 

Featured Book of the Month

The Art of Active Dramaturgy 
Transforming Critical Thought Into Dramatic Action

By Lenora Inez Brown
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For reasons of space, I shall skip  a number of 
individually written plays and co-authored works to 
explore a piece whose developmental  process 
differed greatly  from those described above. For the 
2003 Edinburgh Festival, together with Carlo Iaccucci 
and Wilma Stark, I’d co-authored Scars of War, a play 
which was triggered by my  encounter with Eduardo 
Paolozzi’s multi-part artwork, “The Manuscript of 
Monte Cassino”.  In the wake of that  project I had a 
niggling feeling there was another play waiting to be 
born. 

This time the image that kicked off the process was 
one of Paolozzi’s small sculptures, Shattered Head, 
which in the end gave the new play its name. This 
time my co-author was not a writer but director 
Graham Eatough, who holds a keen interest in the 
visual arts. From the beginning of the process in 
2009, Graham imagined the play visually, especially 
the sections related to collage. 

Part of Paolozzi’s early output consists in a series of 
stunning collages, where simultaneity and 
juxtaposition of disparate images prevail. I likewise 
drew on Charles Marowitz’s experiences and writing 
in the area of theatre and collage. Graham and I 
subsequently  wrote two kinds of scenes: first, fairly 
naturalistic dialogues exploring Paolozzi’s 
experiences during World War Two, his relationship 

with the art Establishment in London and with his 
Italian family. And second, what might be called 
“kinetic interludes”, where inanimate objects from 
some of the artist’s collages are embodied and 
brought to life by actors. Due to a lack of funding, 
we were unable to organize a writing workshop and 
wrote separately most of the time. This resulted in 
our writing two separate plays nourished by the 
same research and exchange of ideas, rather than a 
single co-authored one.  

I am currently working on the project, Caliban’s 
Castle, which kicked off in 2008 with the writing of 
the play Caliban’s Castle. If Pigs could Fly  (Plays 
International, London 2008). The present is a 
multi-part project, including a one-man play that 
imagines Caliban arriving at Prospero’s castle in 
Milan in the present. In my interpretation, Caliban 
is a man who loves his native island and the natural 
environment and is able to exploit this knowledge 
and passion in his new land. Once he has taken 
over the Sforzesco castle, he attempts to turn Milan 
– a polluted and environmentally unfriendly  city  – 
into the greenest city in Europe.  

Together with the play, I have plans for an urban 
garden and teaching centre, directed by  a Caliban 
figure, where young people will be able to take part 
in activities, like gardening and growing things, 
creative writing, and artwork which explore these 
experiences. I am hoping the Milan 2015 EXPO 
committee will take the project on board.          

Margaret Rose teaches British Theatre Studies at 
Milan State University. A writer, translator and 
dramaturg, she spends part of the year in the UK 
for her writing and research. She is a member of 
Playwrights Studio Scotland and the Scottish 
Association of Playwrights. Her stage and radio 
plays, reflecting her interest in issues of migration 
and multiculturalism as well as reworkings of 
Shakespeare, have been produced in the UK and 
I t a l y . S h e m a y b e r e a c h e d a t 
margaret.rose@unimi.it.

Quote of the Month

“I’ve often called the lighting for the 
stage the “music for the eye”, because 
it has the same way of making an 
atmosphere, making a landscape, 
changing fluidly from one place to 
another without seeming effort.”

 – Jennifer Tipton 
TheatreNow! – Season Two, Episode Five
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When I completed my first book, Anne Hamilton was the person I called to help me edit and prepare my book for 
publishing.  Anne is a phenomenal editor.  Her insight, expertise, wisdom and suggestions aided me in taking a 
raw piece of prose and refining it into a true work of literature.  Anne instinctively knows how to deal with and 
make suggestions with a temperamental and stubborn author without strife and keeping the project on track.  I 
am grateful for her dedication and devotion and am looking forward working with her on my new project.’

-- Robert Gale, Los Angeles, CA, USA. A decorated soldier with the United States Army Special Forces (Green 
Beret), and a veteran of the Los Angeles Police Department with 7 years with the elite Metropolitan Division.
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Anne to Direct THE STACY PLAY in 
Central Park

By Anne Hamilton

The League of Professional Theatre Women, an 
international organization based in New York City, is 
celebrating its 30th Anniversary in 2012 with a variety 
of programs and events.

Under the leadership of Co-Presidents Kristin 
Marting and Lorca Peress, the League has launched 
“30 PLAYS CELEBRATE 30 YEARS”, which 
features 30 brand new plays, musicals and theatre 
events curated by League members. The events will 
take place in Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens, and 
beyond; from site-specific theatre on the prairie in 
central Canada; to the unveiling of a new play  in 
London; to Memphis, Tennessee; to downtown 
performances at the New York Theatre Workshop, the 
Cherry Lane and HERE.

I am curating and directing a walking tour staged 
reading on May 19th on Literary Walk in Central Park 
in New York City, ending at the Bethesda Fountain.

I created an updated model of a medieval pageant 
play  in the middle of New York’s most famous park. 
Stacy, the main character in my full-length play, THE 
STACY PLAY – A LOVE SONG – VOLUME I, goes 
through a modern journey of the soul, telling her story 
in eight locations, ending at the fountain.

The audience will follow Stacy as she travels through 
such “locations” as Paradise, Limbo and The Womb, 

as well as her Manhattan apartment, sometimes with 
Jonathan, her love interest who happens to be dead. 

Because THE STACY PLAY is episodic in nature, I 
thought it would be fascinating to literally  journey 
through her story. Originally, I intended for the 
walking tour to be done in Nervi, on the Italian 
Riviera, where I enjoyed a fellowship  and residency 
from the Bogliasco Foundation several years ago. 
But my ultimate desire was to present it in a New 
York City  park, and the League presented me with 
an opportunity  to direct my play in my  dream 
location.  This is just  one example of how unique 
staging can partner with women artists’ advocacy 
efforts to produce a groundbreaking event.

The cast includes Soraya Broukhim* as Stacy  and 
Brent Wellington Barker III as Jonathan. They are 
both company  members at  the Living Theatre, 
where I recently  saw them perform in Judith 
Malina’s HISTORY OF THE WORLD. Jessa-Raye 
Court is the Costume Designer, Walter Byongsok 
Chon is the dramaturg, and Ben Rodman is the stage 
manager. Cate Cammarata is also on staff as the 
audience attendant.

*“This Actor is appearing courtesy of Actors' Equity  
Association.”

Coming Soon on TheatreNow!

An interview with Kate Valk
Actress, The Wooster Group
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Testimonial 
“Anne Hamilton dramaturged my play in such an exact and precise way that I was able to access her notes and 
complete my rewrite effortlessly. She highlighted the core of her concerns and communicated them to me so as 
not to destroy inspiration, but instead encourage me to do my best work; to say what I wanted to say without 
being told what I should say. Together we were able to build scenes and find character truths, motivations and 
clarity and fully develop them accordingly. Anne is probably one the best dramaturgs working in America and I 
could not recommend her highly enough.”
                      --Tina Andrews 

NYC Playwright of the upcoming drama CHARLOTTE SOPHIA, screenwriter of the Warner Bros. film, 
WHY DO FOOLS FALL IN LOVE, and winner of the Writers Guild of America award, and the NAACP 
Image award for the CBS miniseries "Sally Hemings, An American Scandal".

Hamilton Dramaturgy’s Recent Successes

Current Projects – Spring/ Summer 2012

I am currently involved in many exciting projects, including:

Preparing to serve as a dramaturg at the Great Plains Theatre Conference in Omaha, Nebraska, where I will 
work on 12 new scripts; preparing a playwriting class for 10-13 year olds for the New Hope/Solebury 
branch of the Bucks County Public Library; helping Broadway veteran George Marcy (the original 
Bernardo in WEST SIDE STORY) to write a new cabaret show based on his life as a triple threat. WITH 
LOVE, THE LAST OF THE SONG AND DANCE MEN will be directed by Carol Lawrence (the 
original Maria in WEST SIDE STORY) and will play at Don’t Tell Mama in Manhattan in September; 
dramaturging a new musical about a young adopted woman who crosses continents to find her past; 
dramaturging a new novel by my long-time client Tom Cavanaugh; providing self-publishing consulting to 
a client who has written a book on horseracing and popular psychology; and preparing to participate in the 
Hell House Panel at the ATHE conference in August.

On September 10th, I will read my poetry at the Cherry Lane Theatre in New York City. The event is an 
official offering of the League of Professional Theatre Women’s “30 Plays in 30 Years” celebration, and 
will be curated by Harriet Slaughter. I will join Harriet, Dael Orlandersmith and Mira Spektor on stage as 
we all read from our new work.

Winter 2011/Spring 2012

Playwriting

I wrote a new monologue called BULLSEYE about an archer who translates emotional trauma into a skill 
for hitting the mark.
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Dramaturgy

I dramaturged several new works, including: Tom Cavanaugh’s drama ADAM & YOSHI, which was 
given a reading at Play Club West in Los Angeles; a musical set in St. Louis during the Civil War; a stage 
treatment about a major American stage and screen star; a film treatment about a young woman’s journey 
through her husband’s illness and death; and Bob Gale’s A LITTLE BOOK OF MIRACLES, a non-
fiction work which landed him a literary agent within weeks of finishing our work together.

Anne on the Web

Continuing Season Two of TheatreNow!, I posted interview transcripts and podcasts with Playwright Laura 
Maria Censabella, Filmmaker and Educator Fran Tarr, and Lighting Designer Jennifer Tipton. All of the 
podcasts are available on my new blog at http://theatrenow.wordpress.com.

Publications

In my Bucks County Women's Journal column, I published a profile of playwright Kathy Anderson, who 
lives and writes in Philadelphia.  

Welcome

Welcome to Walter Byongsok Chon, the new Program Assistant for TheatreNow! He is a graduate student 
at Yale School of Drama, where he is earning a Doctor of Fine Arts degree. He attended TN! interviews 
with Paule Constable, Jennifer Tipton, and Kate Valk.
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Burning [An]swer
I’ve been researching the life of a famous American entertainer and I don’t know what type of script to create. 
How can I know whether this material would work best as a stage play or a screenplay?

--B.C., Burbank, CA
The first item of business is to obtain the rights to the entertainer’s story. I can’t tell you the number of people 
who invest time in writing properties that they don’t have the legal right to produce. Avoid wasting your time 
with a story that you don’t have the right to tell. Then you should educate yourself. Research how many stage 
plays and films already exist on the entertainer and his or her contemporaries. Figure out what your 
competition is, and how you can fill a niche in the market by providing a viable property which would satisfy 
the public’s curiosity about this celebrity. Then analyze the person’s life story and figure out what part of the 
story you want to tell. Do you want to make a biographical piece covering the celebrity’s whole life? Do you 
want to focus on one period? What made that star special? Why should we be interested today? The event of 
the subject’s life and his or her reputation will most often dictate the form of your story. 
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Anne M. Hamilton, M.F.A., has over twenty years of experience in New 
York City, across the nation, and internationally. The Founder of 
Hamilton Dramaturgy, she has consulted with Lynn Nottage, Andrei 
Serban, the Joseph Papp Public Theater, the Harold Prince Musical 
Theatre Institute, Michael Mayer, Classic Stage Company, Jean Cocteau 
Repertory Theater, Leslie Lee, Andrew Barrett, the New York City Public 
Library’s Schomberg Center for Research in Black Culture, and the 
University  of Iowa Playwrights’ Workshop. She worked for James Lipton 
(host and producer, INSIDE THE ACTORS  STUDIO) for three years as 
the academic advisor to the graduate students and faculty  at The Actors 
Studio Drama School in NYC. The Bogliasco Foundation of New York 
City  and Bogliasco, Italy awarded her a fellowship in recognition of her 
personal contribution to the American theatre. She studied the philosophy 
of aesthetics at St. Catherine’s College, Oxford University and was a 
NYSCA auditor. Hamilton is a graduate of Columbia University School 
of the Arts and holds dual citizenship in the United States and Italy. She is 

Phone: 215-536-1074
hamiltonlit@hotmail.com

ScriptForward!  is a free specialty E-newsletter offering easy and informative tips on how to advance your professional scriptwriting 
career now. It is intended as a helpful informational tool to those actively engaged in the writing arts. If you have colleagues or friends 
who would benefit from this e-newsletter, please feel free to forward it to them, as long as you pass it along in its entirety, with all 
accreditations, references and copyrights. Many thanks and All the Best!
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Hamilton Dramaturgy is an international dramaturgical practice located in Bucks County, Pennsylvania on the East Coast of the 
United States. Also known as "The Genius Belt", this peaceful area filled with farms has been the home and workplace of the 
composers Oscar Hammerstein II and Stephen Sondheim, and the novelists Pearl S. Buck and James Michener. 

Disclaimer – The opinions presented in ScriptForward! are those of the artists and guest columnists, and not necessarily those of Hamilton Dramaturgy. 
 Want to unsubscribe from this e-newsletter? Email hamiltonlit@hotmail.com with “Remove” in the subject line. Privacy Notice: 

ScriptForward! does not share or sell its email list.
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available for consultations in script development, production dramaturgy, and career development, through her 
website at www.hamiltonlit.com. Anne is a member of The Dramatists Guild of America, Inc.(DGA, 
www.dramatistsguild.com), Literary Managers and Dramaturgs of the Americas (LMDA, www.lmda.org) and 
is a past Co-Secretary of the League of Professional Theatre Women (LPTW, www.theatrewomen.org). 
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